Awkward
by Svetlana Chmakova
Youth Comic Books
J COMIC CHMAKOVA
Sequels: Brave and Crush

Blizzard of Glass: The Halifax Explosion of 1917
by Sally M. Walker
Youth Nonfiction
J 971.6 WAL

The Bridge Home
by Padma Venkatraman
Youth Fiction
J VENKATRAMAN

Convergence
by Stan Lee
Youth Fiction
J LEE
Series: The Zodiac Legacy

The Crossover
by Kwame Alexander
Middle School Fiction
J MIDDLE ALEXANDER
Prequel: Rebound
Sequel: Booked
You might also like the Youth Comic adaptation of this title and its sequel.

Echo Mountain
by Lauren Wolk
Youth Fiction
J WOLK
You might enjoy other Youth Fiction books by this author.

by Deborah Blumenthal
Youth Biographies
J B LOWE

Gabriel Finley & the Raven's Riddle
by George Hagen
Youth Fiction
J HAGEN
Sequel: Gabriel Finley & the Lord of Air and Darkness

Human Body Theater
by Maris Wicks
Youth Comic Books
J COMIC 612 WIC
You might enjoy other Youth Nonfiction Comics by this author.

Lincoln's Grave Robbers
by Steve Sheinkin
Middle School Nonfiction
J MIDDLE 973.7 SHE
You might enjoy other Youth and Middle School Nonfiction books by this author.